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1

Introduction

The Sparrow is a Thread or hybrid Thread/BLE module that makes it easy for you to incorporate
those technologies into your hardware application. It is based on the KW41Z from NXP.

2

Contents

The development kit contains:
-

Two (2) development boards with on-board chip antenna

-

Two (2) USB cables

-

Two (2) Pin headers 6x2

-

Two (2) Pin headers 4x2

-

Two (2) Pin headers 10x1

-

Four (4) Pin headers 8x1

-

Two (2) Pin headers 6x1
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3

Development board
3.1 Overview
SMA
Connector
Sparrow
Module
Arduino Master
male header
footprint XJ14

Arduino Master
male header
footprint XJ1

Arduino Shield
female header X7+X6

RS232 / GPIOs
jumpers
Arduino Shield female
header X5+X8

External power
header footprint
non-Arduino GPIOs

Reset
button
Arduino Master
male header
footprint XJ3

Arduino Master
male header
footprint XJ2
Figure 1 Sparrow development board

Jlink/St-Link
20 pin header

Micro USB
connector
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3.2 Functional Description
The four-layer board provides the Sparrow module, USB and Arduino interfaces and the power
supply circuit with a DC-DC converter providing Bypass, Buck, and Boost modes, and an optional SMA
antenna jack which is disabled by default. Other than the Sparrow default Bypass mode, Buck and
Boost modes require some additional off-module components which are placed on the Development
Board.

3.3 RF circuit
The Sparrow module provides an integrated Chip Antenna by default. A 50 ohm matching network
on the module is provided through Z100, Z101 and Z102.
An off-module antenna connected to the SMA jack (X4 on development board) can be configured on
the Sparrow module by rotating the 100 pF capacitor in C114 to the location of C115.
The components C4, C5, L5 on the development board are provided to then match the SMA antenna
to 50 ohm.
The following figure shows the RF circuit in detail.

Figure 2 Sparrow on-module RF path

Figure 3 Sparrow on-module RF path
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Figure 4 Development board on-board RF path

3.4 USB Virtual COM Port
A FTDI FT234XD USB-to-serial interface chip is populated in order to establish a simple ready-to-use
serial connection between the on-board module and a personal computer. An appropriate minimal
firmware configuration of the LPUART0 connected to PTC6/PTC7 is required for proper operation of
the interface.
Furthermore jumpers J2 and J3 have to be shortened for the connection between the SPARROW
Module and the FTDI Chip. For full flow-controlled operation short J4 and J5 jumpers as well.
On the PC side a FTDI USB driver is required and can be downloaded at
http://www.ftdichip.com/FTDrivers.htm
Be sure to activate a „Virtual COM Port“ ability of the driver in the device’s properties in the
operation system if applicable.
If there is no need of USB Virtual COM Port usage, all four GPIO lines may be accessed via ARDUINO
pin header receptacles X8 and X6 (see full assignment table).

3.5 NFC Tag Circuit
The development board is equipped with NFC Tag Circuit NT3H2211W0FTT. An I²C interface of the
SPARROW module is used for the communication (PTC16, PTC17 and PTC19). For its operation
solderable jumpers J12, J13 and J14 have to be shortened.
For further information on NT3H2211 please refer to the datasheet:
http://www.nxp.com/documents/data_sheet/NT3H2111_2211.pdf
As a NFC reader a smartphone with an NFC antenna can be used. An LED on the development board
indicates a NFC field being present. The LED blinking frequency quantitatively represents the NFC
field strength. When it is shining permanently, the best possible field strength position has been
achieved, and the reading device will read out the data.
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4

Jumper description

There are totally 14 solder jumpers (labelled Jx), four conventional pin header jumpers for interface
signals (labelled JPx), and one four-pin jumper field for power source selection (JP1, JP6, and JP7).

4.1 Solderable jumpers
Please notice the numbered solderable jumpers exposed in the solder mask. They are used to
configure the development board for proper and/or desired operation.
Note: For details on the required settings of the solderable jumpers J1-J7, please refer
to chapter 7.

Table 1 Solder jumpers

No. of
Jumper
J1

No. of
contacts
3

Functional description
DCDC_CFG configuration pad. If PSWITCH is set to VBAT, J1 switches
between Buck or Boost mode. In Bypass mode it is recommended to set
DCDC_CFG to VBAT.
NEVER short all three contacts of the J1 – it will result in the VBAT shortened
with GND.

J2

3

PSWITCH configuration pad. If PSWITCH is set to VBAT, the internal DCDC is
enabled. In this case use J1 to for Buck or Boost mode selection.
NEVER short all three contacts of the J2 – it will result in the VBAT shortened
with GND.

J3

2

Short this jumper in case of Boost mode only. Leave it open for Buck or
Bypass modes.

J4

3

A part of VDDA / VDD power configuration. Short all three pads when using
Buck or Boost mode.
Short Pads 1 and 2 when using Bypass mode.

J5

2

A part of VDD power configuration. Short when using Bypass mode, leave
open in all other cases.

J6

2

A part of VDDA power configuration. Short when using Bypass mode, leave
open in all other cases.

J7

3

A part of VDDRF power configuration. Short all three pads when in Bypass
mode, short pads 1 and 2 only when in Buck or Boost modes.

J8

3

Short pads 1 and 2 in order to connect the Pin 3 of X7 to PTB2 GPIO (or its
alternate function). Short pads 2 and 3 for connecting Pin 3 of X7 to the
#RESET line of the MCU [e.g. to have a possibility to reset the MCU by
external device].
Shorting all three pads may result in unexpected or malfunctioning
behaviour.
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J9

3

Short pads 1 and 2 in order to connect the Pin 6 of X7 to ADC_DP0. Short
Pads 2 and 3 for connecting Pin 6 of X7 to the PTB0 GPIO (or its alternate
function).
Shorting all three pads may result in unexpected or malfunctioning
behaviour.

J10

2

Short to route PTB16 GPIO (or its alternate function) to the Arduino
headers.
Note that the on-module 32,768 KHz crystal remains populated and
physically connected to PTB16. This may result in unexpected behaviour.

J11

2

Short to route PTB17 GPIO (or its alternate function) to the Arduino
headers.
Notice, that the on-module 32,768 KHz crystal remains populated and
physically connected to PTB17. This may result in unexpected behaviour.

J12

2

Short to use the NFC on-board function. Leave open to use the line as PTC16
(or its alternate function).

J13

2

Short to use the NFC on-board function. Leave open to use the line as PTC17
(or its alternate function).

J14

2

Short to use the NFC on-board function. Leave open to use the line as PTC19
(or its alternate function).

4.2 Pin header jumpers
The pin header jumper field with jumpers JP1, JP6, and JP7 is used for power source selection. For
detailed information see chapter 6.
Table 2 Pin header jumpers

No. of
Jumper

Description

JP2

If closed, LPUART0_RX of the SPARROW Module is connected to the TX signal of the
FTDI USB interface. If opened, the line is available for use as PTC6.

JP3

If closed, LPUART0_TX of the SPARROW Module is connected to the RX signal of the
FTDI USB interface. If opened, the line is available for use as PTC7.

JP4

If closed, LPUART0_RTS# of the SPARROW Module is connected to the RTS# signal of
the FTDI USB interface. If opened, the line is available for use as PTC5.

JP5

If closed LPUART0_CTS# of the SPARROW Module is connected to the CTS# signal of the
FTDI USB interface. If opened, the line is available for use as PTC4
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5

Pin header receptacle signal assignment

Most signals available on the SPARROW module are present on the dedicated single row female
connectors X5-X8, which are mechanically and electrically compatible with the Arduino Uno. The
SPARROW Module’s signals that are not present on X5-X8, are present on the X2 double row pin
header. XJ11-XJ14 reproduce the signals of X5-X8 exactly. XJ11-XJ14 are not populated but additional
pin headers are supplied for assembly by a user if needed.
If a user decides to populate XJ11-XJ14, they have to be populated on the bottom side and soldered
manually from the top side. XJ11-XJ14 may be used to utilize the SPARROW development board as an
Arduino Uno Shield.

Figure 5 Pin headers
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Table 3 X2 male pin header

Pin
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Pin name
GND
GND
PTB16
PTB17
XTAL_OUT
PTB2
VDD
GND

Description
Ground
Ground
General Purpose IO or its alternate function
General Purpose IO or its alternate function
26 MHz/32 MHz Clock output
General Purpose IO or its alternate function
VDD supply voltage
Ground

Present on
SPARROW
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

Table 4 X5 female / XJ2 male pin header

Pin

Pin name

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

PTA0
PTC1
PTA19
PTA16
PTA17
PTA18
GND
3V3_AR

9
10

PTC3
PTC2

Description
General Purpose IO or its alternate function
General Purpose IO or its alternate function
General Purpose IO or its alternate function
General Purpose IO or its alternate function
General Purpose IO or its alternate function
General Purpose IO or its alternate function
Ground
AREF supply for Arduino Uno, on-board connection with
3,3V Arduino supply voltage
General Purpose IO or its alternate function
General Purpose IO or its alternate function

Present on
SPARROW
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
NO
YES
YES

Table 5 X6 female / XJ3 male pin header

Pin

Pin name

1
2

PTC5
5V0_AR

3

RESET_AR

4

3V3_AR

5

5V0_AR

6
7
8

GND
GND
VIN_AR

Description
General Purpose IO or its alternate function
5V Arduino Uno regulator output. No internal usage on
Sparrow development board.
Arduino Uno reset input (low active). No internal usage
on Sparrow development board.
3V3 Arduino Uno regulator output.

5V Arduino Uno regulator output. No internal usage on
Sparrow development board.
Ground
Ground
Arduino Uno input supply voltage. No internal usage on
Sparrow development board.
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Present on
SPARROW
NO
NO
NO
Yes, if chosen
as supply
source
NO
YES
YES
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Table 6 X7 female / XJ4 male header

Pin
1
2
3
4
5
6

Pin name
ADC_DM0
PTB18
AD2_AR /
PTB2
PTB3
PTB1
AD5_AR /
ADC_DP0

Description
ADC Channel0 differential Input negative
General Purpose IO or its alternate function
Arduino Uno AD2 line or PTB2 GPIO
General Purpose IO or its alternate function
General Purpose IO or its alternate function
Arduino Uno AD5 line or ADC Channel0 differential input
positive

Present on
SPARROW
YES
YES
Depends on J8
jumper
YES
YES
Depends on J9
jumper

Table 7 X8 female / XJ1 male header

Pin
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Pin name
PTC6
PTC7
PTC19
PTC16
PTC4
PTC17
PTC18
PTA1

Description
General Purpose IO or its alternate function
General Purpose IO or its alternate function
General Purpose IO or its alternate function
General Purpose IO or its alternate function
General Purpose IO or its alternate function
General Purpose IO or its alternate function
General Purpose IO or its alternate function
General Purpose IO or its alternate function

Present on
SPARROW
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

Table 8 X9 power supply and measurement header

Pin
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Pin name
GND
GND
VDD_1P5OUT
VDDA
VDD_RF
GND
VDD_1P8OUT
VDD
VIN
GND
VIN
GND

Description
Ground
Ground
DCDC 1.8 V Regulated Output / Input in bypass
Analog power supply
Radio power supply
Ground
DCDC 1.5 V Regulated Output / Input in bypass
Power supply
Input power source line
Ground
Input power source line
Ground

Note: X9 signals can be used both for measurement or direct supply. Be sure to have
correct voltage levels on each power input.
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6

Power management

There are several different ways to power the Sparrow Development Board. The on-board powermanagement circuit is shown in the following figures:

Figure 6 Jumper selection for external supply source

Figure 7 Jumper selection for USB supply source

Figure 8 Jumper selection for Arduino (Master) supply source

Note: If Arduino or USB power supply source is selected, the input voltage is fixed to
3,3V and therefore only bypass or buck operation mode is allowed.
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7

Power mode configuration

Bypass Mode: operation range 1,71V - 3,6V
Buck Mode:

operation range 1,8V - 4,2V

Boost Mode:

operation range 0,9V - 1,8V

Apart from these ranges, further information can be taken from the Reference Manual of the KW41Z
MCU. If you just want to try out your board with USB Power, Bypass will work fine.

Figure 9 Solder jumper settings for bypass power mode

Figure 10 Solder jumper settings for buck power mode

Figure 11 Solder jumper settings for boost power mode

Note: In Boost mode, the 1P8OUT may have 1,65V as initial value, resulting from
0x00 in the DCDC_VDD1P8CTRL_TRG register field of the DCDC_REG3 register.
Regarding the switched nature of this power output and the minimum required
Voltage of 1.62V for proper FTDI operation, it may result in malfunctioning or
abnormal behaviour of the UART connection between the Sparrow module and the
FTDI USB chip. It is highly recommended to set the target 1P8OUT voltage to 1.8V for
proper operation of the development board when utilizing boost mode.
In order to adjust desired target voltage for 1P8OUT a DCDC_VDD1P8CTRL_TRG
register field of the DCDC_REG3 is to be changed to the appropriate value. For
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detailed information on the DCDC_REG3 please refer to the MKW41Z reference
manual (Chapter 14, DCDC Converter).

8

NXP MCUXPresso Toolchain

The Sparrow and its development board can easily be programmed with NXP’s MCUXpresso
Toolchain. In this document, we will give you a short overview over the SDK, its examples, and code
structure to get you started.
As a prerequisite, install the MCUXpresso IDE from http://www.nxp.com/products/software-andtools/run-time-software/mcuxpresso-software-and-tools/mcuxpresso-integrated-developmentenvironment-ide:MCUXpresso-IDE.
Make sure to update the IDE with its integrated update mechanism (Help > Check for updates) after
you successfully installed it.

8.1 Getting Help
The Connectivity Software (SDK) comes with an expansive documentation under docs\ inside the ZIP
file. Apart from the classic references on available functions and variables, there are guides that
discuss various other aspects of working with the SDK, like the usage of the software examples or
their code structure. We only aim to give you an overview here, so please also consult the SDK
documentation for details and further reading on more specific issues.
NXP hosts an online community at https://community.nxp.com where you can ask questions, discuss
problems, and get help from both NXP support staff and experienced third-party developers.
Of course Weptech also offers a support form at https://www.weptech.de/en/support.html where
you can directly contact our engineers for help.
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8.2 Getting the SDK
An SDK can be downloaded from https://mcuxpresso.nxp.com/en/welcome. You will need to register
an account with NXP.
After login, you will need to create a configuration. With configurations, you can generate SDKs,
initialization, and other support code that is custom tailored to your application, hardware, and
needs.
For now, we will just use the standard configuration for the processor. Click “New Configuration”.

Figure 12 MCUXpresso Website
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On the next page, select the MKW42Z512xxx4 Processor. At the bottom, click on the “Select
Configuration” button. With “Specify Additional Configuration Settings”, you could choose what the
SDK should contain and other settings; With “Jump start your configuration”, you will be taken to a
site where you can download examples. They are contained in the SDK and the default settings are
fine for now, so please choose “Select Configuration”.

Figure 13 New Configuration Dialog

You will then be lead directly to the SDK Builder for the new configuration instead of going through
the customization process. Download the SDK from there.

Figure 14 SDK Builder
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8.3 Structure
The SDK is composed from a set of components that you can use individually as needed. Many of the
components also contain code and configuration files that help integrate them with other
components, like the Wireless Framework containing configuration files and the OS abstraction
module that help integrating the Framework with the operating system of your choice. We will now
take a short tour around to have a look at the bundled components in the directory structure of the
SDK.

8.3.1 RTOS\
FreeRTOS comes bundled with the SDK, and most examples can be compiled to run on FreeRTOS.
Additionally, many of the examples can be run using no operating system at all.

8.3.2 Middleware\Wireless\Framework\
The Wireless Framework is a set of modules that add specific, but commonly used functionality, like a
high level LED driver or Random Number Generator. In the Common module, it contains
configuration files for the operating systems and dynamic linker scripts. These files help ensure that
the framework code will run smoothly on the operating system and the target system.

8.3.3 Middleware\Wireless\Nwk_ip\
The Nwk_ip middleware contains the Thread and BLE networking libraries, along with supporting
code modules under nwk_ip\base that add features or help integrate the network stack with other
system components like the shell. It also contains an example folder with a common application
structure for the wireless connectivity examples and a few example configurations, like a router
eligible thread device. This common structure and configurations are used to compose the wireless
software examples that come with the SDK.

8.3.4 Middleware\Wireless\IEEE_802_15_4
This middleware offers support for communication via 802.15.4. It is used by the Thread library, but
also comes with a set of examples that show how to use it on its own to write 802.15.4 applications.

8.3.5 Middleware\Wireless\SMAC\
This module contains an implementation of the SMAC communication protocol. The contained
examples provide a connectivity test application as well as other wireless applications.

8.3.6 Devices\
The Devices folder contains processor specific files for the SoCs that the SDK supports. These files
include linker scripts, processor startup code, low level device drivers for system components, and
utility functions like a basic printf().

8.3.7 CMSIS\
This folder contains source code and libraries that conform to the Cortex Microcontroller Software
Interface Standard, which is a project by ARM that aims to provide a common low level software
interface across all ARM Cortex microcontrollers. The MKW41Z contains a Cortex M0+ Controller, so
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these libraries can help you run code on the MKW41Z that uses CMSIS to be portable across the
Cortex product range.

8.3.8 Tools\
This folder contains other assorted tools for specific tasks like cloning projects that use the SDK or a
GUI application to monitor wireless networks.

8.4 Examples
The MCUXpresso SDK comes with an expansive set of software demos that let you explore the
features of the KW41Z SoC and the MCUXpresso SDK itself. The MCUXpresso IDE lets you browse,
compile, and run these examples.
To install the SDK into the IDE, simply drag & drop the SDK’s ZIP file into the “Installed SDKs” view in
the IDE.
Once the SDK is installed, select “Import SDK example(s)…” from the Quickstart Panel. Select the
“MKW41Z512xxx4” MCU and the “frdmkw41z” board, which is mostly compatible with the Sparrow
development board. For now, import the “router_eligible_device” example in its FreeRTOS
configuration from wireless_examples > thread.
For more information on how to import, compile and run NXP’s examples, see the “Getting Started
with MCUXpresso SDK.pdf” guide under $(SDK)\docs\. For the Thread examples themselves, you can
find more in-depth guides on their architecture, usage, and development under
$(SDK)\docs\wireless\Thread.

8.4.1 File structure in the IDE project
The project will have a project structure that loosely follows the structure of the SDK:
Source\ contains the application code that is specific to this one example. In the SDK ZIP file, you can
find it under $(SDK)\middleware\wireless\nwk_ip_$(version)\examples\router_eligible_device.
It relies heavily on the code that is shared between almost all thread examples under
$(SDK)\middleware\wireless\nwk_ip_$(version)\examples\common in the ZIP file or
nwk_ip\app\common in the project structure.
Board\ contains the board specific code that is copied from
$(SDK)\boards\frdmkw41z\wireless_examples\thread\router_eligible_device\freertos.
Startup\ contains the processor startup code from $(SDK)\devices\MKW41Z4\arm.
Framework\ contains the Wireless Framework code from $(SDK)\middleware\wireless\framework.
Free-rtos\, ieee_802_15_4\, and nwk_ip\ contain their respective SDK components in just the same
way.

8.4.2 Code structure and execution paths
The OSAbstraction Module in the Wireless Framework offers an abstraction layer for the FreeRTOS
operating system that is bundled in the SDK and a bare metal implementation. Thus, applications
that rely on the OSAbstraction can easily be configured to use FreeRTOS or run on bare metal.
The abstraction code provides a main() function that starts the main_task task. That task is the entry
point for your application. In this example, it is implemented in app_init.c under
nwk_ip\app\common. It will initialize all necessary modules and subsystems and then enter an
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infinite loop in which it calls back all relevant application components to drive the program. This
setup is the same for almost all wireless examples in the SDK.
One of the callbacks that are called, APP_Handler(), is the main mechanism that drives the
application. It is implemented in router_eligible_device_app.c under source\. This file contains the
code that is specific to the router_eligible_device example. The APP_Handler() function drives the
application’s message queue. Message queues are included in the Thread Library and can be used
with the functions that are defined in nwk_ip\core\network_utils.h to dispatch deferred function
calls. Deferred calls prevent deep call stack depths, tight coupling of software modules, and allow
easy communication between different threads and contexts.
Once the application is initialized and running, you can connect to the device via USB and enter
commands on the shell. You can find expansive documentation on how to use those shell commands
under $(SDK)\docs\wireless\Thread or on the shell itself by entering “help”. The shell application is
implemented as a module in the wireless framework. The commands that the shell offers are
implemented in nwk_ip’s shell plugin that you can find in nwk_ip\base\shell\shell_ip.c. Those
commands then use the application’s message queue to start processes, call functions, or receive
messages from the part of the application that they control, like e.g. a UDP echo server, the Thread
stack, or a CoAP client.

8.4.3 Running the router_eligible_device Thread example
Having had a look around the code, it is time to run it on the development board. Plug in your board
and a JTAG probe like the Segger J-Link.
You can now either debug the project on the board to watch its execution, or compile the project
and flash the binary on the board with the program that comes along with your debug probe (like JFlash for the J-Link).
To debug the project, select the project in the Project Explorer on the left and click the MCUXpresso
Debug button with the blue bug icon in the toolbar. (The green bug button is a standard feature of
the Eclipse IDE that MCUXpresso is based on. It will not work right out of the box.) The project will
automatically be compiled, flashed onto the board, and executed.
The compile and flash the project by hand, select the project and press the Build button with the
hammer icon in the toolbar. After the build, an .axf binary will be located in the Debug\ folder in the
project. You can generate a .hex or .bin file by right clicking it and selecting Binary Utilities > Create
hex/binary. You can then flash that file onto the board using your debug probe and accompanying
programs.
Once the board is started up, open a terminal on the COM port of the device with a 115200 baud
8N1 serial line configuration. You will be presented with a shell that lets you explore the Thread
stack’s features. A list of available commands will be shown when you type “help”.

8.4.4 Other examples
The other examples in the SDK can be opened, inspected, and run in just the same way. Each of them
comes with PDF documentation. The Thread and BLE examples illustrate the capabilities of the
respective stacks. The SMAC examples showcase the underlying radio layers and give raw access for
hardware debugging, antenna tests and tuning, etc.
For the Thread stack, there are examples for every type of Thread device. Each of them offers a shell
with which you can create new or join existing networks. Depending on their configuration, they also
contain CoAP and UDP applications so you can test the network connection.
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For the BLE stack, there are example applications for the Bluetooth profiles that the stack
implements. In the app stores for Apple and Android devices, you will find the Kinetis BLE Toolbox
app to control those example applications from your phone. Details on this can be found in the PDF
documentation for the Bluetooth examples under docs\wireless\Bluetooth in the SDK ZIP file.
Under wireless_examples > hybrid, you can also find hybrid example applications that combine BLE
and Thread in a single application.

8.4.5 Further code details
8.4.5.1 Stack globals
The Thread library and other libraries in the SDK are not completely self-contained, but rely on
functions and variables that they do not provide themselves. The necessary functions are part of the
Wireless Framework and ensure that the library is portable across operating system. The required
global variables are also created outside of the library to give you full control over where and how
they are created. In the example, you can find those definitions under nwk_ip\base\stack_globals\
8.4.5.2 Project Properties and Build Settings
On the Project Properties under C/C++ Build > Settings you can view and change the build settings for
the project. For the most parts, these are standard compiler and linker options, but let’s take a look
at the few that are worth having a look at.
Under MCU C Compiler > Miscellaneous, you will notice that by means of the –imacros” parameter,
the file /source/config.h is passed into the compilation of every other file in the project as if that file
had included it via an #include-statement. It contains global, generic configuration parameters that
are then available throughout the application.
Under MCU Linker > Libraries, you can see the libraries that the project uses, which are the 802.15.4
MAC Layer, the Thread Library, and the SecLib library that provides the cryptographic functions
needed by Thread.
The .bin file creation is a post-build step that can be inspected and edited on the “Build Steps” tab to
create the format of your choice.

8.5 Modifying board specific code
With the knowledge of the structure and configuration of the example projects, you can create your
own project for your application by combining the modules and components you need in the same
fashion. Once you have added all your required components, you will have to create or modify those
code parts that are specific to your hardware.
In the examples, all that code is kept in the board\ folder. The board.c file contains the most generic
functions and settings that initialize and provide access to the board and SoC peripherals, like the
system clock or pins that should be configured as unused. There are separate files for those systems
that usually need some more configuration to keep the board.c file organized. Those settings are the
GPIO ping configuration in gpio_pins.c, the configuration of the pin multiplexer in pin_mux.c, and the
hardware_init() function that is called from the main function in the Framework’s OSAbstraction
module before starting the main_task.
These functions and variables are used by the respective Wireless Framework modules, which in turn
pass them on to the respective low level driver to achieve the functionality.
As an example, the LED framework module uses the variable ledPins in its initialization routine to
have the fsl_gpio low level driver configure and drive them. Your board specific code can define that
variable to hold those pins that you have reserved for LED use.
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If you choose to use the Framework module for some functionality (like LED operation), copy the
board specific files from the example and adapt them to your hardware. If you instead choose to
ignore the Framework module and implement the necessary functionality on your own, you can still
peruse those hardware files as a reference both on which hardware needs to be configured and how,
and on how to keep your hardware configuration concentrated in one place so you can easily adapt
your software to new platforms or hardware changes.

9

Layout
9.1 Dimensions and Pinout (top view)

Figure 15 Dimensions and Pinout
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9.2 Recommended footprint

Figure 16 Footprint
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10 Features Sparrow module
10.1 RF Features


Radio transceiver operating in the 2.36 GHz to 2.48 GHz range, supporting a range of
FSK/GFSK and O-QPSK modulations



IEEE Std. 802.15.4 compliant with dual-PAN support



2.4GHz Bluetooth Low Energy version, 4.2 compliant, supporting up to 2 simultaneous
hardware connections



2.4 GHz ISM band (2400-2483.5 MHz)



On-chip balun with single ended bidirectional RF port



On-board chip antenna for effective standalone operation (optional feature)

10.2 CPU Features


ARM® Cortex-M0+ core @32 MHz on-module reference oscillator crystal



On-chip 512 KB flash memory



On-chip 128 KB SRAM



On-module 32, 768KHz crystal oscillator



16 Bit ADC



12 Bit DAC



2x SPI interface



2x I2C interface



Low-power UART



Up to 25 GPIOs



On-chip DC-DC converter with buck, boost and bypass mode support
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11 Features development board


USB to RS232 interface with power-from-USB option



Arduino compatible IO-headers, usable either as shield or master, with power-fromArduino option



NFC tag ability



All 3 supported power supply modes configurable via solder connectors

Figure 17 Features development board
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Tel: +49 6341 9255-0
Fax: +49 6341 9255-100

Note:
The information, instructions and descriptions in this manual refer to the actual operating and
service conditions herein.
For technical questions, safety notes or technical failure, please contact WEPTECH elektronik GmbH.
We reserve the right to technical modifications.
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